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The crises that ensued after the crash of the global finan-

cial system a decade ago have brought about extensive trans-
formations in people´s everyday lives, worldviews and societies.

Economic hardship, heightened social 
dissatisfaction, anxiety for the future, they all 
are experiences that have crossed the bodies of many.

displacing them from their established 

positions to new alter-geo-

graphies in which personal and 

social relationships are reconfigured.
Referring to ancient Greek 
civilization, we will imagine 
crisis as a mythical monster 
so as to explore a means of 
fighting it as a collective Nobody

Seeking to regain some agency amidst this scenario of rupture of 
seeming normalities and fade away of once expected futures, we propose 
to create a map of a new “we”, meaning a site in which pre-established 
identities and references are put on hold and encounters can flourish

We envision NOBODY´S MAP as a map that brings 
into dialogue bodies which were dispersed, that 
traces stories which were not at sight, knowledge’s 
that are to be born, other languages, other facts

A map in-the-making that can serve us to redefi-
ne our fields of desire by drawing new regions 
to inhabit and new pathways to navigate them

In other words, we want to 
create NOBODY´S MAP to foster a new radical 
imagination so to fight back the forces that 
deprive us of the capacity of creating our own 
desired ways of existence and life in common

The city of Athens and this text are the two sites from 
which to start this process of construction, the 
prime matter to develop our collective imagination.

IF YOU WISH TO BE A PART OF THIS COLLECTIVE PROCESS PLEASE 
JOIN OUR FACEBOOK EVENT OR SEND US A MAIL. WE LL WRITE YOU BACK 
WITH MORE DETAILS 
nobodysmap @ gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/events/423187214821860/?notif_t=plan_user_invited&notif_id=1528212938049364

WEDNESDAY 20/06/2018 at 12.00pm
Athens School of Fine Arts / Charalambous Lab

Nobody´s Place / Nowhere´s Map is a collaborative art project that seeks to explore situated –or site-specific– 
questions of crisis, resistance and becoming, through the creation of a political fiction that takes the shape of a 
multi-layered map in-the-making.

Idea: Isabel Gutierrez Sanchez, Jorge Martin Garcia, Yukari Sakata
Coordinator: George Stamatakis
Creators: Takako Abe, Spuridoula Ashmakh, Ara Bogosian, Rafika Chawishe, Konstantina Economou, Thomas Galatos, Stelios Kapetanakis, Maria Karakitsou, 
Konstantinos Kotsis, Odette Kouzou, Galini Lazani, Isabella Margara, Tatiana May Kallergi, Louiza Papangelou, Valia Papastamou, Katerina Papazissi, 
Christina Sgouromiti, Marianna Stefanitsi, Eleni Tsamadia, Antonis Vasilakis


